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Il Salento è una terra di miraggi, ventosa; è fantastico, 
pieno di dolcezza; resta nel mio ricordo più come un 
viaggio immaginario che come un viaggio vero.

G. Piovene, 1957

Salento is a windy land, rich in mirages; it is fantastic, 
full of sweetness: it remains in my memories more as an 
imaginary journey than as a real one.

G. Piovene, 1957

www.feudiguagnano.it

Carlo, Franco e Gianvito welcome you in 
Salento and invite you to visit, for few hours, 
their winery in the Negroamaro Lands. 
Friendliness and hospitality, this is what you 
will find at their winery.

The story begins in 2002: There was the need 
to save some inherited vineyards of primitivo 
and negroamaro from the abandonment and 
from the ferocious advancement of solar 
farms. But everything took a different turn 
on 18th July 2002 when the winery Feudi di 
Guagnano was founded.

MinitourMinitour
of Negroamaro of Negroamaro 
LandsLands

This “minitour” aims to disclose to our hosts not only our vineyards, but 
also some unknown parts of this lands in the territory of Guagnano.
The winery which is very close to the historical centre is the 
gathering point from where the tour begins. We start the tour from 
the vineyards cultivated according to the ancient “alberello” style. 
The tour continues with the visit to the artistic-existential hermitage 
built by a famous Guagnano painter (Vincent); built in Gaudian-style. 
Once back to the winery a sommelier will guide you through the 
wine tasting experience with 5 of the most important labels of the 
winery paired with “La Marenna” (local platter of cold cuts and 
cheese).
TIMESLOT: upon request - Duration: 2 hours circa.

In the peasant world, “la Marenna” was a sort of fast and frugal breakfast 
that people used to have in the shade of a high tree or in the so called 
“pagghiara” (an ancient rural building made with stones).
 We offer “La marenna” depending of the season and it includes the 
tasting of platter of cold cuts and cheese paired with 3 of our best wines. 
The experience is enriched with anecdotes, stories and curiosities, 
such as the one on Leonardo da Vinci’s “cask-filler”.
TIMESLOT: upon request - Duration: 1 hour circa

How many of you have personally experienced 
the vintage of grapes? Picking negroamaro 
grapes and feeling the scent of the juice that 
comes out from the ripen grapes is something 
extraordinary.
Pruning shears in our hands, a bucket and a 
lot of good will. We all get to our vines where 
the vintage begins, together with the winery 
workers. 
After about an hour we return to the winery to 
taste 3 different wines, paired with La Marenna 
(local platter of cold cuts and cheese).
TIMESLOT: upon request
Duration: 2 hours circa.

Throughout the whole year the winery suggests the tasting of our wines 
in unusual contexts and at the same time original: in the vineyards 
during a beautiful sunset or getting the wine directly from the barrel in 
order to discover its slow evolution throughout time. 
It is a “Strange” way to drink wine. Remember what Jessica told Ivano 
in the film Viaggi di Nozze directed and starred by Carlo Verdone? Well, 
the slogan “Let’s drink it strange” takes inspiration from the famous 
“Let’s do it strange” of the bizarre Roman couple.
TIMESLOT: upon request - Duration: 1 hour circa 

An expert guide will take you through the 
most beautiful and important buildings 
and monuments of Lecce historical centre. 
Upon request, you can learn how to make 
papier-mache objects with one of the most 
famous papier-mache artisans in Lecce. The 
experience continues with the visit to our 
winery with “La Marenna” (local platter of cold 
cuts and cheese) paired with 3 different wines 
of the best in our selection.
TIMESLOT: upon request
Duration: 3/4 hours circa 

La MarennaLa Marenna
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